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GREETINGS FROM THE STARBASE 24
ADMIRALS' OFFICE.
FADM James Mackenzie and ADM Kehlan
I started my last article by saying how busy we had been at the Admiralty. It’s
fair to say that nothing has changed since then. With the Starbase 24 Banquet
fast approaching we are even more so. Busy in a good sense though; nicely.
With ticket sales closed, we are chasing menu choices, putting the final
touches to the timetable and planning some exciting games for Friday’s Harry
Potter evening. And … and … and even better, we have an unexpected guest.
How exciting is it that Virginia Hey has agreed to come back to join us. Don’t
forget, we significantly reduced the ticket price for this year to take into
account the lack of a major guest but when the opportunity arose, we jumped
at it. So this year you get not only a cheaper price but a guest as well!
And next year … it had been my plan that this year would be the final
banquet. After twelve years of putting so much time and effort into this event,
I felt that my team and I needed a rest. But I have been persuaded that the
13th Banquet should go ahead and not only is it going ahead, but the
beginnings of a plan are already in place. Not to tease, but there are going to
be some exciting announcements at this year's event! I look forward to seeing
you there.
Now, moving on, I’d like to talk to you about something serious. I hope
you will stay with me and keep reading because it’s important.

Ment^l He^lth
A few days ago, someone joined the Starbase Facebook group. There’s
nothing unusual about that of course, but this person made a comment that
they were glad to be back, having been a previous member who left because
of mental health problems. It’s fair to say that a huge percentage of us have
some form of mental health problem; it’s scarily common yet it’s something
that gets very little understanding.
OCD for example. Obsessive Compulsive Disorder. Psychology Today
defines OCD as "an anxiety disorder in which people have unwanted and
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repeated thoughts, feelings, images and sensations (obsessions) and engage in
behaviours or mental acts in response to those obsessions". It's something
people joke about and dont take seriously. For example, "It's not OCD, it's
CDO, I like my letters in alpabetical order", and we use OCD to describe
people who are very tidy or wash their hands a lot. To quote MIND, "It's not
about being tidy, it's about having no control over your negative thoughts. It's
about being afraid not doing things a certain way will cause harm."
To break the term down a bit, an obsession consists of thoughts or images
that occur repeatedly, over and over again, seemingly outside of the sufferer's
control. Compulsions are the repetitive behaviours the sufferer engages in, in
an attempt to control the obsessions and make them go away.
Let’s take a moment to stop and think about that, to think about what it’s
like to live with, both for the sufferer and their families.
OCD can make it very difficult to live a "normal" life; living by following
strict and often elaborate routines and rituals such as organising things in a
certain way, touching things, washing repeatedly. The sufferer is living with a
permanent, crippling fear or anxiety that won’t go away and which stops them
from functioning normally. They will spend large amounts of time obeying
their compulsions and hence be unable to spend time with their families and
friends and unable to carry out pleasurable activities. They can also suffer due
to the stigma because other people think it's funny or pathetic so there can be
a fear of asking for help because they will be misunderstood or laughed at.
OCD can lead to the breakdown of relationships due to the person's
obsessions and other family members' inability to cope with that. It can make
it very difficult to hold down a job or get an education, leading to financial
hardship. It makes it difficult to maintain friendships, causing social isolation.
They may struggle to go out or leave the house to meet friends, do their
shopping or attend doctor’s appointments etc.
OCD can be very frustrating for other people, as they don’t understand
what is going through the sufferer's mind or what is making them follow these
"Stupid" routines (or at least, they see it as stupid or laughable). It can be very
disruptive and stressful for the family who are having to take responsibility and
do the things that the sufferer should be doing but isn’t because they are too
busy with their obsessions. They are left to deal with the emotional and
financial burdens leading to feelings of anger, resentment and an inability to
cope.
OCD is of course, just ONE of many mental health conditions. How many
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Starbase members have some form of social anxiety? I don’t know the exact
number but I do know it’s pretty high. But whether we are talking about
OCD, Bipolar Disorder, Depression, PTSD and so on, one thing all the
different conditions have in common is that support from friends and family
can make a massive difference.
We can try to be a bit more supportive of each other. That’s it, that’s how
simple it is. Simply stop expecting people with mental health issues to “just get
over it” or “think positively”. We wouldn’t tell someone with a broken leg or a
heart condition to just get over it. So why do we see mental health as being
less valid than physical problems?
We can also educate ourselves. I just completed my Level 2 Diploma in
Awareness of Mental Health Issues. It was a free course and I can honestly say
it opened my eyes a bit and gave me something to think about. If anyone is
interested, I will be happy to pass on the details of the course. Admittedly not
everyone has time to commit themselves to that, but still, if you have a friend
or a family member with a mental health condition, find out a bit about it and
offer them your unconditional support, even if it’s just being nice to them on
Facebook. You can make a difference and at best, you might even save a life.
I’d like to finish with a comment from Dan Adams. When I told him I had
written on this subject he gave me some very wise advice. “We need to look
after each other but we can’t take it personally when someone has to bow out,
even for a bit.” Dan is right, of course. It’s perfectly okay for someone to leave
the group for a while and its perfectly okay for them to come back when they
feel up to it. I should not blame myself and feel that I failed (and I did feel
that). I can’t take it personally but I can and will try to do better … to continue
working to make the Starbase a place where you feel safe, welcome and
supported.
As Bill and Ted would say, “Be excellent to each other”.

Live Long and Prosper
Fleet Admiral James Mackenzie and Admiral Kehlan
COMMANDING OFFICERS, STARBASE 24
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SPACE STATION CENTAUR: MINI MEET

Our MINI-MEETS are exactly what it says on the tin. We encourage our
members to meet up whenever they can. It doesn’t matter if there are only a
couple of people because just two people from different towns count as a
Mini-Meet. So if any of our members are going somewhere like a convention
or just going on holiday, we share it in our Jupiter Lounge and shout out about
it. Here, our First Officer, CAPT Colin Barrow, and his wife, Ambassador
Amanda Barrow were holidaying in Ironbridge so we all met up for a pie and
a pint. It was great fun to meet and chat!
Pictured:
Tim Lockley, Colin Barrow
Rebecca Lockley, Amanda Barrow.
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THE 12TH STARFLEET/KLINGON
BANQUET
With the 12th Banquet fast approaching, things have changed so quickly.
Originally designed to be without guests, in response to requests, we now
have a lovely line-up of celebrities to enthral us with their tales from behind
the scenes.

Virgini^ Hey
The lovely Virginia Hey, perhaps most
famous for her role as Pa'u Zotoh
Zhaan in Farscape, is a last minute
addition to our guest list. Not only
will she be available for talks, photos
and signatures etc, but she is a lovely
person to chat to over the weekend
Banquet. She will also be bringing her
range of gorgeous soaps, oils and
melts to spoil your self with.
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Jo M^rriott & Se^n George
We are also delighted that Jo
Marriott and Seán George will
be joining us again this year.
Jo is known in some circles
for her many appearances as a
look-alike of the popular TV
character Xena Warrior Princess
(Zeena) and as Lara Croft.

Others may know her from her re-enactment
ventures, some from her acting achievements.
Wherever you know her from, this talented
lady is full of stories from the world of film and
bound to entertain.
Not just a brilliant Jack Sparrow look-alike,
Seán is known for his work on Mission:
Impossible - Fallout, Star Wars: The Force
Awakens and The Mummy. As a double for
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Tom Cruise, he is able to regale us with tales from his time in the industry.
Jo and Seán are a lovely couple, very warm and entertaining to the public,
so we are delighted that they have agreed to join us.

John C^rrig^n
Another returning guest that we are
honoured to have is John Carrigan. As
a martial arts expert, he has worked
on many films and TV series in a
plethora of roles.
Until 1982, John had put his
martial skills to use by becoming a
bodyguard to many celebrities and
dignitaries, and it was after acting as
security for the cast of the original Star

Trek TV series that John was
introduced to Star Trek’s creator
Gene Roddenberry who inspired
and advised him to Boldly Go and
become an actor. Following Gene’s
advice John tested for and won a
place in a stunt team called The
Stunt Action Service which led to
years of touring Britain performing
live stunt and stage shows.
We are doubly honoured this
year, too, as John will be giving a
free Jedi/Stage combat workshop.
Woohey! So it'll be light sabres at the
ready!
9
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PATRICK STEWART STUNS FANS WITH
'STAR TREK' RETURN
By Kelly McCleary, CNN
(CNN) Set your phasers to stunned: Sir Patrick Stewart is returning to his
celebrated role of Captain Jean-Luc Picard for a new "Star Trek" series.
The news, announced by Stewart himself and executive producer Alex
Kurtzman at a "Star Trek" convention Saturday in Las Vegas, sent excitement
among fans skyrocketing at warp speed. Many leapt to their feet and cheered
as Stewart emerged on stage.
The show will air on CBS All
Access, the network's video-ondemand service and "tells the story of
the next chapter in Picard's lif,"
according to a tweet from "Star Trek:
Discovery," another CBS All Access
series.
In his own announcement, Stewart
said playing the character again is "an
unexpected but delightful surprise" because he felt his time with "Star Trek"
and Picard "had run its natural course."
"During these past years, it has been humbling to hear stories about how
The Next Generation brought people comfort, saw them through difficult
periods in their lives or how the example of Jean-Luc inspired so many to
follow in his footsteps, pursuing science, exploration and leadership," said
Stewart in a statement.
"I feel I'm ready to return to him for the same reason—to research and
experience what comforting and reforming light he might shine on these often
very dark times."
Stewart first brought Picard to life in Star Trek: The Next Generation, which
aired from 1987 to 1994. He also helmed the starship Enterprise in several
movies, including Star Trek: Generations, Star Trek: First Contact, Star Trek:
Insurrection, and Star Trek: Nemesis.
https://edition.cnn.com/2018/08/05/entertainment/patrick-stewart-star-trek-return/index.html
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THE BRITISH TRANSPLANT GAMES,
BIRMINGHAM
CAPT Martin Strang, SS Independent
After taking part in the British
Transplant
Games
2018
in
Birmingham, I came back home with a
silver medal for archery!
The Games took place from 2-5
August and over 1,000 transplant
recipients from across the UK
competed supported by another 2,000 family, friends, sponsors, volunteers
and charities
This is the second British Transplant games I have competed in, my first
one being in Lanarkshire last year, following a successful kidney and pancreas
transplant in July 2012. There were seven other people in my age group and I
had to find a little extra pull back to get a couple of points clear.
My friends came up from Northamptonshire to see me whilst I was at
Birmingham. The last time they saw me was six years ago, a month before my
transplant and I was literally at deaths door. They couldn’t believe it when
they saw me now, and competing. Not only that but as I was walking around
the stadium, I was being talked to by various people that I had met the last
two games, and my friends had mentioned that it was like one big family. It is,
we are all there after having our lives saved, and the games are a celebration
of life, and we are also there to honour our donors, whether they are live or
deceased, and the Donor Family network plays a major part of the transplant
games.
There are even events for children who have had transplants, some as
young as five and it literally brings a tear to your eye to see them competing,
and full of beans.
The games this year was important as everyone competing is competing
for a place in Team GB for the World Transplant games to be held in
Newcastle next year, although I am not sure if I have done enough to qualify,
but I gave it a good go, and I am sure my donor, Toby, will be proud and, I
11
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suspect also “chuffed”!
I am part of the Edinburgh
Transplant team and we got a good
haul of medals, and one of our
members received an award for
being the best Super veteran at age
73!
Birmingham University was a
fantastic venue and we were all
made to feel welcome!
The Opening Ceremony on
Thursday evening commenced with
the 50+ teams from around the UK,
parading from Victoria Square to the
Symphony Hall to the sound of
Punjab drums, which was a great
experience. For the first time at the
British Transplant Games, an
attempt was made for the Guinness
World Record, for the ‘Largest gathering of organ transplant recipients’, and
we all broke the record by having 723 recipients (although still to be verified
by GWR but we suspevt we have it in the bag!!)! America tried to do the
record at the same time, however it is only reported they got 520.
Next year will be busy … The World Games are in Newcastle, and the
British games will be held in Newport, Wales!“
It’s such an honour to participate in the Games each year. I am here
fighting fit and winning medals because of the people who signed up to the
Organ Donation Register, I will be forever grateful to them and to my donor
Toby.
James Neuberger, Chair of the British Transplant Games Local Organising
Committee, a Trustee of Transplant Sport and Consultant Transplant Physician
at QEHB was delighted with the turnout. He said: “We were prepared to host
the biggest Games yet, but we were blown away with the number of people
competing and showing their support.
“It was an absolute pleasure to host so many amazing athletes from all
over the UK in Birmingham for the first time in so many years and have the
opportunity to shout about the benefits of organ donation on a national stage.
12
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All the competitors
should be very proud
of themselves and
everything they have
achieved.”
For the first time,
a new award, the
Donor City Award,
was presented to
Birmingham by Alison
Phillips, Daily Mirror
Editor to Ian Ward
Leader of Birmingham
City Council.
Open
to
all
transplant recipients,
the Games sought to
celebrate the lifechanging effects of
transplantation,
encourage transplant
patients to regain
fitness,
while
increasing
public
awareness of the need
for more people to sign on the NHS Organ Donor Register or Anthony Nolan
stem cell register, and discuss their wishes now with their families.
To be the first to know about future British Transplant Games, keep an eye
on www.britishtransplantgames.co.uk, and sign up now to the Organ Donor
Register here: http://bit.ly/1sAEDaI and/or the Anthony Nolan stem cell
register here: www.anthonynolan.org/join .

Medi^ inform^tion:
Released on behalf of the Westfield Health British Transplant Games. For
more information, please contact please contact Liquid PR Hollie Jones/Ross
Copping on 0121 285 3764 or Lynne Holt (Transplant Sport) 07900014344
or l.holt@transplantsport.org.uk
13
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@bout the Westfield He^lth British Tr^nspl^nt G^mes
The Westfield Health British Transplant Games aims to demonstrate the
benefits of transplantation, encouraging transplant patients to regain fitness,
whilst increasing public awareness of the need for more people to sign the
NHS Organ Donation Register, Anthony Nolan Register and discuss their
wishes with their families.
Over 7,000 people in the UK are estimated to be waiting for an organ
transplant, with three people dying each day whilst waiting to find a match.
The Games have been staged annually since 1978 in a number of host
cities including Sheffield, Portsmouth, Newcastle, Cardiff, Birmingham, Exeter,
Liverpool, Bolton, Belfast, Edinburgh, Glasgow, Leeds, Leicester, London,
Manchester, Norwich, Loughborough, Bath and Coventry.
Transplant Sport is a charity who through organising sports and social
events for transplant recipients. TS aim to highlight the benefits of organ
donation and prove that you can lead a normal and active life again after
transplantation www.transplantsport.org.uk.
The Westfield Health British Transplant Games are organised by Sheffieldbased events company, MLS Contracts Lld and supported by not for profit
health insurance provider Westfield Health.
In Birmingham, the Westfield Health British Transplant Games have
partnered with Birmingham City Council, University of Birmingham, Queen
Elizabeth Hospital Birmingham Charity, Birmingham Children’s Hospital
Charity and Sport Birmingham.
For more information on The British Transplant Games please visit
www.britishtransplantgames.co.uk .
Selection will take place for Team Great Britain & NI for the World
Transplant Games, being held 17th-24th August in Newcastle Gateshead in
2019
For more information on the World Transplant Games in Newcastle,
Gateshead 2019, visit www.worldtransplantgames.org .

Org^n Don^tion – key f^cts ^nd figures
Around 6,000 people in the UK are waiting for an organ transplant, with
around three people dying each day in need of an organ.
Currently around 306 people are waiting for a lifesaving organ transplant
in the West Midlands county.
14
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Tell your family and friends you
want to save lives through organ
donation and join the NHS Organ
Donor
Register
at
www.organdonation.nhs.uk .
Even if your name is on the register,
your next kin will be asked to confirm
that your decision has not changed.
Please tell your family you want to
donate. It will make things easier for
your family at a difficult time.
Anthony Nolan and stem cell
donation
Anthony Nolan saves the lives of
people with blood cancer. The charity
uses its register to match potential stem
cell donors to blood cancer and blood
disorder patients in need of stem cell
transplants.
We need more young men aged 1630 to sign up, as they are most likely to
be chosen to donate but make up just
16% of the register.
At Anthony Nolan we want someone
who has a transplant to have the greatest
possible chance of life. However,
currently, only 60% of transplant
recipients receive the best possible
match, and this drops dramatically to
20.5% if you’re from a black, Asian or
ethnic minority background. By building
and diversifying our register we will be
able to provide the best match to even
more people with blood cancer.
To join the stem cell register or for
further
information
go
to
http://www.anthonynolan.org/ .
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MODIPHIUS GAMES - STAR TREK
ADVENTURES REVIEW
Brian (Bre) Pickett
The new Star Trek tabletop role-playing game was released late 2017, and yet
a lot of fans of Star Trek have not heard about it. The crew of the USS Phoebe
was contacted by one of the writers of the adventures to see if we would be
willing to play-test some of his content before he released it. With this in
mind, we decided to first test out the character creation system to see what
we liked and what we didn't. My XO said it best. "We had a character building
session for Star Trek
Adventures,
the
newest version of
tabletop role playing
in the Star Trek
Universe."
Brian and I had
prepared as best we
could for this firsttime effort with a
group by printing up
extra
reference
materials so the fact
we only have one copy of the game wouldn't be as big of an issue as it might
be. We were building characters for an "Enterprise" era game, the first of a
series that will lead the players through several generations of play, or a "legacy
game". The players joining us were Jason, Phillip and Paul, with the hopes that
others could join us later.
We went through choosing races and marking the benefits of those,
choosing birth worlds and the benefits of those, choosing our family
environments and the benefits of those, noted choices made from our
academy years and the benefits of those, and then after randomly determining
two events over the course of our limited careers, noted the benefits of those.
Then we fleshed out the last bits of our characters.
16
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We learned a little of the history of our ship, a Poseidon class starship
named the USS Phoebe. It had a rough shakedown and has been in dry-dock
for months.
So far, we have all chosen to members of MACO Team 15, the "Phoebe's
Phantoms" (we got our name because most of us arrived 2 weeks late for
duty). So far we have a Denobulan medic - Lance Corporal Xexi, a Kelpien
engineer - Lance Corporal
Ahn, an Andorian team
commander - Lieutenant Thyl
Ch'bollart, and a human
security expert - Sergeant
Rachel "Chel" Prince.
Xexi is the progeny of diplomats from a busy colony world, and was
featured in a broadcast on his home world about their "native son" joining
Starfleet. He also suffered through a space collision where the security on the
ship failed to polarize the hull plating and allowed for an asteroid strike that
sucked Xexi into space. Fortunately he survived the ordeal and that was when
he decided to specialize in medicine.
Ahn came from agricultural roots on his own home-world. He struggled to
fit in with more aggressive species, and notably had to flee from one
particularly nasty bully. He also experienced a terrifying transporter incident
where he found himself in the alternate universe for several minutes. This has
left him leery of transporters in general.
Thyl also came from
agricultural stock on an
isolated colony of the
Andorian people. He had a
rough experience with a
Vulcan who mind-raped
him, but he learned from
the experience and has
worked on disciplining his
mind ever since. He also
served a short time doing espionage on the Orion home-world.
Chel grew up with an agricultural background as well, on a distant and
rough frontier colony world. Her first assignment after the academy was as
security at the San Francisco Ship Yards, where she learned to carouse with
17
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the best of 'em (the engineers) and learned how to recognize anything that
flew in space. On her next assignment she was part of a diplomatic entourage
that spent quite a bit of time in the Alpha Centauri system, where she met a
species of beings who only communicated through expression and gesture,
and she learned their complex language.
After the character set up we went over the basic mechanics. Each player
rolls two or more d20's. The target roll is a combination of one Attribute
added to one Discipline (in D&D terms it's like adding an ability to a skill). The
goal is to roll the target number or lower. Each
successful roll means 1 success, with any rolls of 1
equalling 2 successes or any rolls of 20 meaning a
"complication". Each task requires a number of
successes. Tasks of 0 mean no roll is needed, and
most tasks only need 1 success, but more
complicated tasks may require up to 5. Additional
d20's may be temporarily acquired through
"Talents", "Focuses" or by spending bonus points
earned through the game called Momentum and Determination, or by adding
Threat (basically telling the GM - "Here, for the chance to make this or some
other task harder/more dangerous, give me another d20 to roll").
We discussed the setup experience and gave our feedback. Overall it was
a good experience. We have well-thought out characters who we feel are
fairly balanced and ready for play.
One of our players, Phillip wanted to
add, "I would like to mention that our
MACO unit's mission is search & rescue. We
may go in guns blazing sometimes, but that's
not our goal. And I hope the devs might take
this into consideration (something that more
than one of us mentioned) the idea to "put
points anywhere until you reach X many"...? I'm not entirely opposed to them
in theory, but there're too many of them (as it seemed to us, at least), but I'd
suggest that species/specialization bonuses come AFTER those, and be allowed
to bump up past the ceilings otherwise imposed. That just seems to give your
character a bit more capability to shine and be outside the ordinary, well,
ordinary for Starfleet personnel anyway."
Next session - Trying out the mechanics and playing!
18
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THROUGH THE LENS: SUMMER 2018
ADM Kehlan
Over the last 18 months, Jim and I have been working as semi-professional
volunteer photographers for our local church. It’s been an interesting and
challenging journey and one of those challenges has been to write a monthly
column for the parish magazine. Since there are many keen photographers in
the group, I thought it would be nice to share some of those articles:
Those of you who know Jim and me, are aware that we have a rather large
German Shepherd called Duke. Over the years, we have had a huge amount
of fun photographing him. Getting a really good picture of your dog can be
tricky but there a few tricks to ensure success.
The first rule of photographing your dog is to ensure a safe, relaxing place,
preferably without too many distractions. Only let your dog off the lead if it is
safe to do so. Locally there are some lovely walks along the Glen as well as
Pinchbeck Woods. Further afield, the beach at Snettisham is dog friendly (if
VERY muddy – just look at the mud dripping off that tail) and has yielded
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some good photos.
Choose a place that has good, natural light. Avoid using your flash as it can
be distressing to an animal. Early evening, the golden hour before sunset, is
always a nice time for photography.
It’s a good idea to do any posed, portrait style shots at the beginning of the
session and keep it brief. Dogs have a short attention span and will get bored
quickly. If you don’t get the shot straight away, take a break and do something
else. It’s important to keep the session fun for the dog as the dog’s enjoyment
will be evident in the photographs.
When choosing your settings, depth of field is important. Both the eyes
and the nose need to be in sharp focus so an aperture of at least F13 is
recommended. To capture movement you are also going to need a fast shutter
speed. Around 1/800 is a good starting point. Increase the ISO as necessary to
get plenty of light. Set your focus mode to “continuous AF” – this will ensure
the camera continually refocuses as the dog moves. You can also set the
camera to continuous shooting so you can take a series of photos very quickly.
It’s worth remembering that if you are photographing a black dog, you will
need to under-expose the shot a little, otherwise the camera will try to make
the dog look grey. Likewise if your
dog is white then over-expose a little
to compensate.
A squeaky toy is great for getting
the dog’s attention. One way to get a
good action shot is to throw the toy
away from you and then, when the
dog returns to you, get busy
snapping. Keep the camera low, with
your lens at the same level as the
dog’s eyes. You will get some
stunning shots of a dog’s eye view of
the world.
If you’ve taken a stunning photo
of your pet, send it in to
admiralty@starbase24.co.uk and you
might get to see it in the next edition
of the Frontera Times.
Happy photographing!
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MISSION REPORT: CADET REID
CDT Sandy Joe Reid, Space Station Centaur (Age 6)
ST@RD@TE 2018.05.05:
Rosie and I went to Em-Con with our
Mum and Dad.
It was really fun. We went as
characters from Guardians of the
Galaxy and everyone loved my Rocket
Racoon mask.
Rosie hated her costume because
she said it was not pretty and she did
not look like a princess being dressed
as Baby Groot, but everyone thought
she looked cute.
People stopped us, every minute to
take our photo and someone even gave
me and Rosie a gift each.
Mummy was dressed as Gamora
and Daddy was dressed as StarLord.
We met up with Grandma
Erika and our cousin Ellie while
we were there; they were also
dressed up as Harry Potter
characters.
There were lots and lots of
fantastic costumes, but the
Zombies were my favourites
because they were so funny as
well.
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SS INDEPENDENT REPORT
CAPT Martin Strang
July 1st, 2018

A team meetup was held at Fountainbridge ten pin bowling alley, Edinburgh
where Ensigns’ Jason Leland, Sara Robinson, Niki Vielma, Andy Pryde, LT
Maryellen Strang and myself had a few games of bowling. A good game was
held by all, however Ensign Pryde became the dark horse and decided to beat
everyone.

July 21st, 2018
Crew members were invited over to Ensign’s Jason Leland, Sara Robinson,
Kieran Turner and Kiersten Robinson for a BBQ meetup with Trek fans and
the Society for Creative Anachronism (www.sca.org) – a 17th century reenactment group. Great food and great company with home made burgers,
and potato salad!
We also gained a new tactical officer – Major Russell Whyte-Dycus, who
has made swift work of fitting in and outfitting our launch bays with several
wings of Peregrine fighters.
On a lighter note, we seem to have gained another dozen tribbles.
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STARBASE 24'S YOUTUBE CHANNEL
CAPT Stefan Blakemore, Starbase 24
Starbase 24 is currently looking for content and ideas for our YouTube
channel, and we would love to hear your ideas! We are putting up some fresh
wallpaper and clearing the dust ready for new videos, ranging from news
reports on group activities, to documentaries on a variety of subjects, to game
nights!
But we are making this content for the Starbase 24 community, so we
want to hear about what you want!
If you have any ideas for the channel, please make sure to comment on
the Starbase 24 page and tag Stefan Blakemore. We can’t promise to run
every idea, but we will look through every idea and try to accommodate as
much as we can.
Do bear in mind we are a small team in the YouTube Department. We’re
looking forward to hearing your ideas.
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USS PHARAOH
CAPT David Burton, USS Pharaoh

ST@RD@TE 2018.07.30: Some of the crew of the
USS Pharaoh spent the day at London Film & Comic. It
was a long day but so much fun. There were thousands
of people in attendance, and we agreed that the dealer
stalls were some of the best we've seen (and we've seen
a lot!). As always, we met lots of our fellow Star Wars
and Star Trek cosplayers, and met some great new
friends too.
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GO WITH THE FLOW
CDR Erika Stroem, Space Station Centaur
Yesterday, I had to ask how a word was defined in a sentence. I needed to
know if it meant, good, bad or ugly. I get confused a bit, so I do like to ask. I
have seen words change a lot. I have seen people getting annoyed because of
it, but it is not a new thing. Read on …

Looking at language of today
The way it’s changed, in every way
So, before we moan, swear and curse
Read onward please, upon my verse (or few).
The words we knew have really changed
Opposite meanings and rearranged
One example…. you’d be a fool
If-thinks someone’s cold, if they said “cool”?
Wicked, dope, bad and gay
All have different terms today.
If you think, it’s something new
Think again, cause here’s a few…
SILLY, means a daft-foolish pest.
It used to mean, “worthy, or blessed”
AWFUL, used to be “full of awe”
Now it could mean, your mother-in-law
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A FLIRT meant you flicked, something away
But now it’s a woman who leads you astray.
A WENCH was all children we have in life,
Now it’s a maid, or even your wife.
A SPINSTER was once a woman who spun.
Now she’s a single, with a heart not won.
NICE, once referred to foolish or simple.
Now it could mean a sweet-girl with a dimple.
Funny how words have changed over time,
So before you get cross, just think of my rhyme,
Learn the new language and don’t be thick,
Then you can be cool…. and really sick.

NEW RELEASE DATES FOR THE
FRONTERA TIMES
Please note the following new release and submission dates for the Frontera
Times …
Issue Date

E
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SPRING
SUMMER
AUTUMN
WINTER
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February
May
August
November

Deadline for
Submissions
28th January
28th April
27th July
27th October
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TELFORDIA: A NIGHT OUT AND VISIT
TO THE EXOTIC ZOO
LJG Holly Bowler, Space Station Centaur

Sometimes a communications officer needs an away mission that has a
guaranteed amount of fun, and this last one that took place on the first
weekend of August was just the ticket. Although a small gathering, friends
from around the galaxy met together at an establishment on Telfordia called
the Thomas Botfield and shared many delicacies and tasty beverages. There
was talk of days long ago and exciting times to come, the hashing of plans, the
pouring of hearts and many hugs. I even found us a new recruit for the
Centaur, Eric Rawly Rawlinson who seems to know quite a lot about plants so
may be useful in our Arboretum.
Those who could make it decided to continue the camaraderie and
arranged to get together the next day at an Exotic Zoo. This is a new relatively
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small zoo on Telfordia run mostly by volunteers who are very knowledgeable
in their fields and provide a real educational and hands-on experience with a
good ethos and the aim of bringing people more in tune with the environment
so that they will have more respect for the natural world.
It was a very sunny and warm day so quite a few of the animals were
napping but we had the pleasure of getting up close and personal with many
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species. I was able to stroke a skunk, python, legless lizard, meerkat and
various other animals who were new to me and whose names I can’t
remember. We were able to see fruit bats, a sugar glider, armadillos, fennec
fox, a crocodile, various snakes, owls, civets, baby chameleons, marmosets,
wallabies and so many more. My friend Charlotte who is studying animal
sciences was like a kid in a candy store, held anything she was allowed to and
bought a really nice, heavy book on animals to take home and study.

We spent a lot of time just wandering, chatting and cooing at all the sweet
creatures around us. There was a café at the garden centre attached to the
zoo so we stopped for a break from the heat and to have a bite to eat. It was
nice to sit and have a natter with such a diverse bunch of people – I love that
we can be all ages
and still form strong
bonds. We had a
really great day
together and are all
really
looking
forward
to the
future
gatherings
later in the year
where
new
adventures
and
missions await.
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A PROFILE OF COMMANDER SINRA
KON'N RESHTARC
CMDR sInra Kon'n Reshtarc
Wh^t St^rb^se 24 did for me
I would like to use this space to talk about
how Starbase 24 changed my life and how it
helped me.
In 2012 I had a bit of a nervous
breakdown. I had been depressed for some
time ever since failing an IT course at college
in 2009 and it was like the stressful situation
I was in at the time triggered a break. It was
like I had hit a wall. Then a few months later
Kehlan asked me if I would like to come
along to a first Starbase 24 event. I was
hesitant at first but in the end I thought go
for it. My reasoning was (in my depressive
mind) that I may not get another chance to do one and it would be best if I
just went for it and did my best. It is now 2018 and I am preparing for my, if I
can remember, my SEVENTH event. It is like I have been doing these for years
(hey I have been!) and these people have become like family to me and they
have supported me even when I am being a sarcastic pain in the ass or having
a bit of a wobble (which is not a euphemism!) Ever since meeting this
wonderful new family of mine and donning the uniform I have felt myself
more confident in myself AND other people than I have ever been and I find
myself doing things for myself and others that I would have never thought
possible at one time.

How this Klingon likes to rel^x.
Relaxation may sound like an unusual topic for a Klingon warlord to write
about but you will find there is a strong tradition of meditation in the Empire.
A simple method I use to calm down myself and others who are in distress is
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the breathing technique. Simply close your eyes and focus on your breathing.
Focus on every movement your body makes whilst breathing, making sure to
breathe with the abdomen (diaphragm) rather than the lungs themselves, as
this will lead to shorter rapid breaths which actually triggers the stress
response. Often whilst meditating I will visualise something I find pleasing
whether it be a fantasy landscape, a beautiful garden or even the bridge of a
starship. Anything works so long as it brings you rest and relaxation. Being
around nature makes this
even
easier
though
meditation can be done
anywhere provided it is safe
to do so.
Another thing I love to
do to relax is gardening and
making
things.
I
am
especially lucky as I am
gardener in my working life
so I am able to do
something therapeutic and
be paid to do it. Working outside in nature helping nurture living things is
extremely rewarding and anyone can do it with easily obtainable equipment
and little experience. It can be your own garden, an allotment or even
something as small as a house plant or window box. My own project at the
moment is a bonsai willow tree which is a joy to watch develop into a strong
adult tree albeit in miniature. Whilst making a prop or ornament (my personal
favourite material to use is wood) I allow myself to go into a mindful state
focusing only on the sensation of working with the wood—the smell of the
sawdust, the feel of the saw or file as it cuts through the wood. Indeed whilst
using a sharp chisel, it pays to pay full attention to the work at hand!
Mindfulness is a very useful coping strategy for any Starfleet or Klingon officer
as it can be done anywhere even whilst you are at work (provided it is safe to
do so).
In my experience, if you approach your tasks mindfully paying full
attention to what you are doing, noticing every smell, sound and sensation,
not only will you be working in a more efficient manner but you will find it
pleasurable as it will anchor you firmly in the present, banishing any worries
for the duration of the task. Indeed, even a task as mundane as doing the
32
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washing up can be done in a mindful way which is especially useful if like me
you find it boring.

Q&@
Favourite Star Trek character?
Favourite film?
Favourite food?
Favourite Colour?
Favourite Season?
Favourite Animal?
Perfect date?
What do I value the most?
Favourite star ship?
Dream car?
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Scotty
The Fifth Element
Any Pot Noodle.
Red
Spring
Cat
Coffee shop where I can talk about History or
old cars with a like minded person.
The loyalty of friends.
Klingon D7
Old school Beetle
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STARFLEET TORCHWOOD:
WHERE AND HOW WE OPERATE
Captain Dominic Hadley - CinC Starfleet Torchwood
Welcome back. We will be explaining more in this article about what Starfleet
Torchwood does best and thank Frontera Times for allowing us to share our
activities in this news article. In today's article we will be telling you more
about Starfleet Torchwood's Operations and where we operate within Starfleet
Torchwood Space.

Loc^tion of Deep Sp^ce Torchwood
Starfleet Torchwood controlled space is about two light-years in diameter and
is located roughly 500LY between Bernard's Loop and the California Nebula.
In the Alpha Quadrant, this area of space is known as the Charlie Tango
Sector. Deep Space Torchwood, formally known as Starbase 323, is located in
the centre of this region of space, and there are several outposts in nearby star
systems to ensure security within the sector.

How We Oper^te In the Ch^rlie T^ngo Sector
Each starship in Starfleet Torchwood is assigned to a Quadrant Squad which is
then sent out to a certain region of space for deeper exploration and surveying
and, in some cases, defense. Below is a list of currently active vessels.

@lph^ Squ^d:
•
•
•
•

USS Excalibur (Flagship) – Excelsior Class
USS Vagrant (Explorer) – Intrepid Class
USS Essex (Science Vessel) – Nebula Class
USS Odysseus (Supervisor Admiral Johnson's Ship) – Galaxy Class

Bet^ Squ^d:
•
•

USS Bastion (Defender) – Ambassador Class
USS Valkyrie (Defender) – Defiant Class

Delt^ Squ^d:
•
34
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G^mm^ Squ^d:
Currently Gamma Squad starships are
not available. However an upcoming
New Orleans class vessel is under
construction which will be assigned to
this squad.
• USS Kaneki – Currently under
Construction.

L@TEST NEWS FROM DEEP SP@CE TORCHWOOD

USS K^neki given the go ^he^d by St^rfleet Torchwood supervisor
Upcoming Plans for a Gamma Squad Ship have been cleared by Admiral
Johnson, The newly upgraded New Orleans Class design has been selected
and named USS Kaneki which is currently under construction and is due to be
commissioned in the upcoming months, this particular vessel will be the lead
ship in further exploring the Gamma Quadrant and undertaking Starfleet
Torchwood Operations.

Tiberium Deposit News
In other news, tiberium deposits on the planet Tiber are flourishing and
harvesting rates have increased to 80% efficiency within the past year. It's
expected that all Starfleet Torchwood ships will be running on tiberium by
2420.

St^rship Exc^libur Ye^rly M^inten^nce ^t St^rb^se 24
Flagship USS Excalibur is scheduled for her yearly maintenance at Starbase 24
on September 28th. New warp plasma conduits are to be installed due to the
stress caused on the warp nacelles earlier in the year during the severe ion
storms in February.

Str^nge Looking Vessel @ppe^ring Ne^r Pleides Nebul^
Strange looking barnacle shaped vessels have been appearing around the
Pleiades Nebula in the last few months, USS Valkyrie has been ordered to
investigate. Starfleet Intelligence has been ordered to keep all known
information on these Vessels classified for unknown reasons.
Admiral Johnson has advised Ships in the Sector to be cautious.
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JUDGE DREDD MEETS TREK
William "Judge Enza" Conley

We went to LFCC as
Judge Bones and Kirk
this weekend. We
originally made these
costumes for when we
met William Shatner
last year and we are

going to be taking
them to Wales
when we meet
Karl Urban.
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ARE YOU A SCI-FI ORACLE?
CAPT Colin Barrow, Space Station Centaur
1.

In the film Flight of the Navigator, how many years had passed by for
David’s family?

2.

In Knight Rider (original series) what does K.I.T.T. stand for?

3.

In Star Trek Deep Space 9 what race occupied the station before the
Federation?

4.

In Star Trek TOS how long was their mission?

5.

In Lost In Space what was the spy's name?

6.

In Battlestar Galactica what is the name of the enemy?

7.

In Total Recall where does Douglas Quaid need to travel to?

8.

Where is the Planet of the Apes?

9.

Who created Andromeda?

10. In Stargate Atlantis what galaxy is the city in?
11. What quadrant is the USS Voyager stranded in?
12. What is the name of the ship in Firefly?
13. In The X-Files who is Mulder's partner?
14. Who is E.T.’s human friend?
15. Which actor plays the 11th Doctor?
16. What does T.A.R.D.I.S. stand for?
17. Who is the Doctor’s wife?
18. What are the brothers' last name in Thunderbirds?
19. Where is ALF from?
20. In Logan's Run how old are the citizens when they are mandatorily killed?
ANSWERS ON THE LAST PAGE
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DETROIT: BECOME HUMAN
A GAME REVIEW
ENS Adam Young, Starbase 24
DETROIT: BECOME HUMAN
is a Sci-fi game set in the 2038
based in (guessed by title)
Detroit
following
three
different stories of three
different characters: Kara,
Connor and Markus, which by

convenience are androids. The game was also
made by mo-capping (short for motion
capture), which means the actors played their
character—moving, changing direction,
doing an action etc, which I must admit, was
really brave of the director, David Cage,
who has made previous games with
QuanticDream such as Heavy Rain.
KARA is a service android under
ownership of Todd and his daughter Alice.
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Todd is unemployed and a drug addict suffering
from a failed marriage and blames it on Alice.
Kara had to be repaired due to an outrage.
Later on in the game, Kara takes over the
parenting role for Alice and meets different
types of people from good to bad.
MARKUS is another type of service
android, but instead of a lowlife, it's a rich
artist called Carl. We first see him
picking up a delivery, seeing other
androids out with their customers.
He lives a healthy life and runs
successful after going Deviant, takes
a role of leader, and creates a
revolution.
CONNOR, a deviant hunter, is designed especially by CyberLife to learn
about what makes them turn from errors making them “feel emotions”.
Connor is a total badass when it comes to putting up with his work partner, Lt.
Hank Anderson and understanding his issues, to being a Parkour master and
quick response time. Connor plays better than most in the game as he has
more information about himself.
D:BH is a great education device when it comes
to serious issues, teaching people about
discrimination, love and respect. We need more
games like this where you choices actually make a
difference. Every action you do, everything you
say will make your in-game world into a
reality mentally. I
highly recommend
this game to anyone
who has a PS4, and time
on their hands. Of course, if
not, just watch someone like
Jacksepticeye.
This is my review and I rate it
a 9/10. It would be full if we could
see if a second one was in the makes.
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PICARD'S FIVE GREATEST EPISODES
RADM Daniel Adams
Star Trek, like a lot of things in life is subjective. Favourites can rise and fall all
the time. For me, my favourite is Deep Space Nine because of the cohesive
story it tells. I have a soft spot for The Original Series because it's so iconic.
Voyager has a place in my heart as well because it was the first show I
followed from rumours and mutterings to the big screen, but my favourite
captain? That has to be Jean Luc Picard himself.
A diplomat from humble beginnings, Picard takes time to review all sides
of a situation before making definitive actions. While still a flawed man (don’t
mention children!) he nevertheless became a fantastic leader that continues to
inspire to this day,
So, you can imagine that I am genuinely thrilled that my favourite Captain
is returning to screens as announced recently at Las Vegas. I’ve speculated on
what form the new series might take on the Hawking blog, but for the
Frontera times, I thought I’d take a look at Picard's five greatest episodes.
1. Sarek – A really great episode in
which Patrick Stewart portrays Picard
under the influence of another man’s
lifetime of repressed emotions. It
really doesn’t get much more
powerful than this, and would lay
much of the ground work for what we
would see in the epic two part,
Unification.
2. Family – Best of Both Worlds was a paradigm shifting two parter, no
doubt. It set the tone for the 'Trek Season finale cliff hanger', a tradition
which continues to this day. That being said, once the story gets going
there’s not a lot that involves Picard directly. There is a beautiful moment
where a single tear runs down his cheek during the later stages of his
assimilation, and a haunting moment as he reflects on his ordeal after it
has concluded, but the story’s very nature means that Picard has to take a
back seat.
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Family, the next episode addresses this, in an episode without a real
problem or issue of the week, this is an episode about, well, family, Picard
does what most of us would do in his shoes. He went home. He considers
his next moves after his ordeal while addressing
some deep family problems. Again, another
powerful performance from Stewart as he lets
these real issues come to the surface.
3. The Inner Light – There is one piece of music
that, along with Scotty’s performance of
Amazing Grace at Spock’s funeral that triggers
goose bumps amongst Star Trek fans. That song
is played on Picard’s flute. The flute is the last
relic from a doomed culture that made Picard
live the life of one of their most prominent
citizens. Initially, Picard is in full Picard mode,
trying to crack the problem and escape, but slowly his personality adapts
to that of its role of Kamin. In many respects, this other self had many of
the things that Picard doesn’t have – a wife, children and grandchildren.
Fascinating stuff.
4. Starship Mine – Something a bit more light-hearted here, Picard has to
play the action hero to stop a group of terrorists from stealing bi-product
of the Enterprise’s warp core during standard maintenance. There’s some
fun little scenes here as Picard almost
becomes a bit like James Bond, in
adopting secret identities, and a bit
like Rambo, by using improvised
weapons to stop the would be
thieves from stealing their prize
5. Star Trek First Contact – I would be
remiss not to mention at least one
cinematic outing on this list, and First
Contact is a fine example for Picard, as we see so many of the Captain’s
finest qualities. He deals with the trauma of his encounter with the Borg.
He shows loyalty to his crew by giving everything to save Data, and we
even get the glimpse of the explorer by seeing his sheer reverence for First
Contact and the flight of the Phoenix.
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A KNOCK ON THE DOOR ...
R.J. Beaton
My tale of woe dates back to the heady, pre-millennium, days of July 1999
and Continuum, the ninth annual Scottish Star Trek Convention. A massive
three day weekend held in the opulent surroundings of the Glasgow Thistle
Hotel, at which fans from the length and breadth of the UK—and indeed
quite a few from foreign parts—had the chance to watch new episodes of
their favourite TV show, buy that one piece of hard to come by merchandise
to complete their collection, to meet the stars of the show, see friends that
they'd only see a couple of times a year and to boldly have fun and party like
no fan has partied and had fun before!
Being on a bit of a tight budget, I soon realised I couldn't afford to stay at
the main hotel and had therefore elected to book myself into a nearby
Travelodge, it having the twin advantages of being quite a bit cheaper and also
being situated just across the street and round the corner from the Thistle.
On the Friday evening, before the convention proper began, I'd checked
in, unpacked my bags and was thinking about heading over to the Thistle to
pick up my convention welcome pack, then on to bar to see if any of the gang
were there and fancied a small libation or two, when the phone rang.
It was the nice young lady at the reception desk.
“Is that Mr. Beaton?” she asked.
“Yes, that's right,” I replied.
“There's a package addressed to you here at reception,” she said.
“Oh, ok, I'll be down to collect it shortly. Thank you, goodbye,” and I
hung up.
I should mention at this point—for the benefit of the younger people in
the audience—that this was 1999, before most people had mobile phones
and indeed before many people had regular internet access. So, to
continue ...
A package? For me? Who knew I was there, besides my mum and dad? It
was a bit of a mystery.
I went downstairs and reported to the reception desk.
“Can I help you?” smiled the nice young lady.
“Um, yes. I'm Mr. Beaton, I was told there was a package for me?”
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Instantly, the nice young lady's smile vanished. She gave me a filthy look,
produced a brown A4 sized envelope from a drawer and slid it across the desk
to me using only two fingers as if its very presence befouled her delicate digits.
“Here's your package,” she said, curtly.
“Oh, um, thank you,” I said, politely, the good manners my dear ol' mum
had ingrained on me as a small child coming to the fore. I took the envelope
and returned to my room.
Once there, I hesitantly opened it.
Its contents were from someone I shall call Steve … because that's his
name. Steve Martin to be precise. No relation to the other, more famous Steve
Martin, thankfully. Although for reasons best known to himself, this Steve
thought he was just as funny. Newsflash! He wasn't. In the privacy of his own
head, Steve also thought he was the world's greatest lover—Casanova himself
reincarnated. However, in reality, he looked more like the unloved mutant
offspring of an unholy union between Goofy and a camel.
I'd met Steve at the convention a couple of years previously and we'd
decided to keep in touch. Something that seemed like a good idea at the
time, but which I would soon have cause to regret.
Steve had internet access at college and a couple of months earlier I'd
asked him to do me a small favour, ferret out some information and print it off
for me. Something that should have taken two pages, three at the most. Not
the almost two dozen pages I had in my hands.
First there was a note from Steve wishing me well, then the stuff I'd
actually asked for, and then ... lots of lurid pictures of ladies of Amazonian
proportions! Page after page after page (thankfully in black and white) of the
damn stuff!
I'd only just begun to get over my initial shock, when there was a knock at
the door. There then followed several moments of bowel clenching terror.
Was it the hotel manager? Come to turf me out onto the street? Was it the
police? Come to take me away for a night in the cells? I had the horrible
mental image of phoning my folks, “Hello mum? Where am I? Um, I'm in
jail... Hello? Mum?”
Hastily, I shoved the offending pages back into the envelope and opened
the door.
It wasn't the manager.
It wasn't the police.
It was much, much worse.
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It was Steve.
I should add at this point, that it takes a great deal to make me lose my
temper but somehow or other Steve knew how to push my buttons. He stood
there, grinning all over his stupid face like a naughty schoolboy who's just
written a rude word on the blackboard.
“Do you like your present?” said he.
“Present?” I screeched, “Present! You *** idiot...” and I let him have it
with both barrels, such an ear-blistering stream of invective that Gordon
Ramsay would've blushed to the roots of his hair.
Steve, being Steve, just stood there and took it, tittering to himself. Never
in my life have I come closer to murdering someone. I slammed the door in
his face and sat seething for a while.
Once I'd calmed down, and was sure Steve had gone, I went back down
to reception to apologise to the nice young lady and attempt to explain about
Steve. She accepted my apology, but I've no idea if she believed me about
Steve or not.
But the story doesn't end there ...
Late Saturday night, just as I was getting ready to go to bed, the phone
rang again.
It was reception. Again.
Mentally, I cursed, I just knew this had something to do with Steve.
Yep, it did ...
He was sharing his hotel room with a couple of other guys, Robert and
Gerry. There had been a huge bust up between them (for
reasons far too complicated to go into here) with the result
that Robert marched down to reception and demanded
another room, which could only be done in the morning
for some reason, then asked to speak to me. Hence the
phone call.
To cut to the chase, Robert ended up crashing on
my floor that night. Thankfully, the rest of the weekend
passed without incident … unless you count all the
wildly exaggerated rumours that had been spread
(probably by Steve) and an increasingly frustrated me
having to correct peoples assumptions with the facts.
Eventually, I got my own back on Steve. But that's
another story for another day ...
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QUARTERMASTER'S STORES
St^rb^se 24 Speci^l Edition Comm. B^dge
Starbase 24 has also
released a new, special
edition comm. badge to
celebrate the 25th
anniversary of Star
Trek: Deep space Nine.
Costing £15 plus £1
postage, the new
limited edition badge
will raise funds for
Macmillan Cancer
Support.

ARE YOU A SCI-FI ORACLE: ANSWERS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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Eight
Knight Industries Two Thousand
Cardassians
5 Years
Dr. Zachary Smith
The Cylons
Mars
Earth
Gene Roddenberry
Pegasus
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11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

Delta
Serenity
Dana Scully
Elliott
Matt Smith
Time And Relative Dimension In Space
River Song
Tracy
19. Melmac
20. Thirty
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